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Introduction

We are convinced that there is a close link between the historical and the school development

of a concept. In other words we regard the genetic approach as the most powerful tool of school

teaching, only supposing its proper application. When new-math �broke into� schools the historical

method was pushed into the background and the purely logical, deductive approach came to the

front. George Pólya, the famous Hungarian-born American mathematician and methodologist

reminded us in a memorandum of the danger of disregarding the historical approach in school teaching.

His memorandum was signed by 62 other scholars, too, and appeared in the American Mathematical

Monthly (69/1962,189-193), as well as  in Mathematics Teacher (51/1962,191-195).

In the following we try to reconstruct the historical route of the development of the fraction

concept, and draw out some of its didactical consequences.

The Origins of the fraction concept

The beginnings of the fraction concept dates back to very early times, so to establish firm

statements on the beginnings of the process is nearly impossible. On the bases of indirect sources

(e.g. use of and notation for fractions) we can make different deductive reconstructions of it. However

in many important questions researchers have the same or similar opinions.

It is widely accepted that the concept of natural numbers comes from counting and that of

fractions from measurement. The unit of counting is the indivisible one, while that of measuring is

the divisible measure-unit. Natural numbers are enough to count any discrete quantity, but the claim

for more and more correct measurement of continuous quantities (length, time, volume etc.) led to

fractions by dividing the measure-unit into smaller parts.

The appearance of fractions made the measurement more accurate, but not absolutely. Ancient

Greeks discovered such quantities, namely line segments, whose length cannot be expressed even by

fractions. The claim for absolute correct measure, i.e. the claim that the length of each line segment

be expressed by numbers led to the introduction of the real number concept. However the analysis of

this progress is not the topic of this paper.
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At the beginning people probably neglected the remaining part in measurements. The first

part, i.e. the first fraction was the part that they took into consideration. With the appearance of a

half, the one and the unit, as well as  whole and  part, were separated. The Egyptians and people

from other ancient civilizations used different words for them.

The Emergence of unit fractions

The half was followed by 2/3 and 1/3, 3/4 and 1/4 in these complementary pairings corresponding

to the 1/2-1/2 logic. Their old Egyptian and Chinese terms help us to understand how the ancients

considered these complementary fractions (data is taken from [4] and [3]):

1/2 2/3 - 1/3 3/4 - 1/4
Egyptian side, arm two parts - third parts three parts - fourths part
Chinese part greater part � lesser part strong part (?) - weak part

Greeks also used this same logic in naming these basic parts of the unit. Ancient cultures

regarded them as natural parts (or natural fractions in today�s sense) creating special symbols for

them. These symbols did not fit into the logic of the general notations of fractions.

Strangely enough for us, 2/3 belonged to unit fractions, or more exactly as a basic part of the

unit. This shows that the concept of numerator and denominator had not existed when 2/3 was born.

Not even the concept of division of numbers.

The early stage of the development of fraction can be studied in Egyptian mathematics, the

most important source being the Rhind papyrus. In Egyptian mathematics there was no multiplication

or division, only addition. Multiplication was made by successive doubling and adding.

Egyptians knew only unit fractions including 2/3. Except for the simple ones above they were

denoted as (whole) numbers differentiated by a special sign meaning �part� put over the symbol. So

they did not know fractions in the modern sense. �Number� for them was only a counting device

suitable for counting both unbroken and broken things, i.e. both wholes and parts. They could divide

a measure-unit into equal parts and count those parts.

If the unit was divided into five parts, they wrote the sign of five with a special symbol meaning

�part� over it and read: fifth part. The remainder was four parts (from the five ones) which could not

be called four fifths since there did not exist a four fifth part. Moreover, to read 4/5 as 4 × 1/5, that

is as �four from the five parts� presupposes the concept of multiplication, which was not known in

ancient Egypt. The oldest part of the holy Bible writes about the fraction 4/5 in the same approach

(Genesis, 42.24):

�It will happen at the harvests, that you shall give a fifth to Pharaoh, and four parts

 will be your own, ��
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Unit fraction decompositions

The Rhind papyrus shows that Egyptian scribes could solve problems such as division of 2

loafs among 7 people. How was it possible without knowing the concept of division and 2/7?

The scribe first reformulated the problem: calculate with 7 (always once) till you find 2. The

unexpressed �always once� condition refers to the lack of multiplication. To solve the problem we

must divide the units (the loafs) into equal parts, the question is, into how many? Partitioning was

always started by bisecting or trisecting. It must be noted that trisecting was not made directly but

through �two-thirding� and halving. This method refers also to measurement: to the normal way of

trisecting, say a segment.

Besides halving and trisecting, the division of five or seven equal parts was also allowed. Even

the Arabs called those fractions the denominator of which contained only 2, 3, 5 or 7 as prime

factors regular, and the others irregular (surd). The problems were solved by successive applications

of these partitions. In the following  all partitions are supposed into equal parts.

First bisect both loaves! Regard the halves as new units and bisect them again. We have 8

quarter loaves. After giving each person one piece there remains one quarter loaf. In other words:

calculating by 7 we reached 1 + 3/4. Obviously the remaining part must be cut into 7 pieces to give

one piece (1/28 of the original unit) to each man - or to find 2. Thus the result: 2/7 = 1/4 + 1/28.

This result can be found in the Rhind papyrus without any explanation. Only the verification of

the results are given in Egyptian sources, not the way(s) they were obtained. For the same problem

i.e. division of 2 loaves by 7 people, another result was found by another scribe in a tomb. This scribe

must have solved the problem more generally, not only for loaves.

Represent the two units by two line segments (see the figure below). Bisecting, then trisecting

each of them we get altogether 12 pieces being each the sixth of the unit. After  calculating by 7 we

cover 7 sixth parts reaching 1+1/6, so there remain 5 sixth parts, i.e. 5/6.

From the figure we can see that 5/6 is the sum of a half and a third. To find 2 both 1/2 and 1/3 must
be divided into 7 parts. The result: 2/7 = 1/6 + 1/2 × 1/7 + 1/3 × 1/7 = 1/6 + 1/14 + 1/21.

 To solve this problem the scribe had to know the relations 5/6 = 1/2 + 1/3 and                1/6 +

1/6 = 1/3. The Rhind papyrus shows that scribes knew several other more complicated relations,

too. How could they have discovered them? One possible answer is the above �drawing� method.

From a study of the Rhind Papyrus another method can also be suspected. It will be called the

method of variation of units, which means that in performing repeated partitions the resultant smallest

part was taken as a new unit. Thus the foregoing parts (unit fractions) become wholes (integers). To

recognise relations between integers is much easier than between fractions. The scheme of the method:

(1/n → 1) ⇒  (k/n → k).

1 + 1/6 1/3 1/2
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Let us see an example of this method:   n = 20, (1/20 → 1) ⇒  (k/n → k)

k = 4 4/20 = 1/5 → 4

k = 5 5/20 = 1/4 → 5

Since clearly 4 + 1 = 5, therefore 1/5 + 1/20 = 1/4. This result can be got by drawing, too, if we

divide the unit into 20 parts in two ways: halving (1/2)- halving (1/4) � fifthing (1/20); fifthing (1/5)-

halving (1/10) � halving (1/20).
1/2 → 1/4 → 1/20

1/5 → 1/10 → 1/20

Another loaf-division problem

Problem 4 of the Rhind papyrus requires the (equal) distribution of 7 loaves among 10 people.

Let us start again with bisecting each. After the distribution of 14 half loaves among 10 people there

remain 4 half loaves. In other words: calculating (once) with 10 we reached 5 loaves. Now it is

expedient to trisect the loaf pieces getting 12 sixth loaves. Distributing again, 2 pieces are left.

Dividing them into 5 parts finally we find 7 by counting with 10. The solution: 7/10 = 1/2 + 1/6 + 1/

30.

This solution requires 23 cuts. However Rhind gives a different solution: 7/10 = 2/3 + 1/30.

To get this solution loaves must first be divided into two-third and one third parts. Two thirds clearly

gives one two-third, so we have 10 two-thirds and one third. To find 7 this remainder must be cut

into 10 pieces. This solution is quicker requiring only 16 cuts.

On a later papyrus the decomposition 7/10 = 1/2 + 1/5 can be found, which seems to be the

must economical requiring only 13 cuts. (Proposal to teachers: put similar problems to pupils trying

to find the quickest solution.)

Division by Egyptian method

Modern division is essentially based on the Egyptian method with some differences. If we

want to divide k by n (k, n ∈  Z+), the problem is the same: calculate by n until you find k. Differences:

1. Since we use the decimal number and measure system, units must always be divided into 10

(equal) parts.

2. Multiplication concept is known, so calculating with n is possible not only once.

Today we may reformulate a k/n division as follows: How many times must be calculated with n

to find k by dividing the units always into 10 equal parts?

Consider for instance the division 37 : 7. Calculating with 7 five times we get to 35. In this step

partition of units was not needed. Divide each of the remaining two units into 10 parts. Then we can

calculate by 7 twice and remain 6 smaller parts, tenths of the original unit.
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Graphically:

20 = 2 × 7 + 6 2/10

Take the remaining tenths as new units and divide them again into ten parts, and continue the

procedure, the further steps of which are:

60 = 8 × 7 + 4 8/102

40 = 5 × 7 + 5 5/103

50 = 7 × 7 + 1 7/104

10 = 1 × 7 + 3 1/105

30 = 4 × 7 + 2 4/106

20 = 2 × 7 + 6 2/107

It is easy to see that the procedure is endless leading to a periodic decimal fraction:
2/7 = 0.285714 �       Thus the result: 37/7 = 5.285714 �    (both of which are infinitely cyclic)

Comparing the result of 2 ÷ 7 obtained by our and Egyptian method we can notice the followings.

Our method leads to a unique result but sometimes the procedure is infinite, while the Egyptian to

different ones but always in finite steps.

The Babylonian method was probably very similar to ours with the exception that they used

sexagesimal system. The division 2 ÷ 7 in this system, too, results in a periodic sexagesimal fraction,

which they did not like, saying:  7 does not divide. (Proposals to teachers: 1. Perform the division

2 ÷ 7 by the Babylonian method. 2. Perform divisions with the same method in different number

systems.)

Further development of the fraction concept

It was the Arabs who gradually overstepped the border of unit fractions with the help of

multiplication concept. At first they also used unit fraction decompositions like Egyptians but they

allowed products of unit fractions in decompositions, such as:

2/5 = 1/3 + 2/3 × 1/10 9/10 = 1/2 + 1/3 + 2/3 × 1/10

The reading of a fraction k/n was �k parts from n parts�, which corresponds to the interpretation

k/n=k × 1/n.

While the unit fraction decompositions showed the Egyptian influence the wide use of

sexagesimal fractions is due to the Babylonians. Rules for changing vulgar fractions to sexagesimal

ones occupy the central place of the main work of Abul-Vafa (940-998). As a first step the irregular

fractions were always transferred to regular ones by adding the same number to both numerator and

denominator resulting in only an approximately equal fraction, such as
117

13

17

3

+
+≈ =

9

2

18

4 = .

2 × 7 = 14        6

10 10
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The number 17 played important role in many problems including this famous inheritance one: A

father left in his testament 17 camels to his 3 sons. Half of them to the oldest, a third to the middle,

and a ninth to the youngest. Fulfil the testament without killing any animal!

From the conditions the equation 17/2 + 17/3 + 17/9 = 17 can be set up leading to the false

equation 17/18 = 1, so the testament is unenforceable. Only an approximate solution is possible by

borrowing one camel. This �borrowing� method is used in many problems even today.

Abul-Vafa understood fractions as ratios stating that fractions arise from comparing a smaller

number to a bigger one. This approach is corresponds to that of Euclid: �A number is a part of a

number, the less of the greater, when it measures the greater; but parts when it does not measure it.�

(Elements, Book VII)

Euclid admitted also unit fractions only as it turns out from this definition. When k/n cannot be

simplified to a �part�, i.e. to a unit fraction, it should be decomposed to parts.

The next step in the development of fraction concept was its comprehension as a relative

quantity to the whole as unit. The final step was made by Omar Khajjam (XI. century) who interpreted

it as fractional number arising from the division of two numbers.

Didactical remarks

Perhaps the most important conclusion of the above outlined historical development of fraction

concept for schools is that its introduction should be made in connection with measurement and not

from the division of two numbers.

The concept-formation should be a step by step process starting from simple unit fractions as

unit parts. Initially half, third and quarter are parts of some unit for children and not at all fractional

numbers. For the 2 is two wholes, and ½ is one from two equal parts of the unit. When counting

these parts they regards them as new, smaller units. Early introduction of numerator and denominator

causes confusion of ideas, and breaks up ½ into two numbers. The old name of ½ has not any

connection with the names of 1 and 2 in all languages, which fact underlies this argument.

Teaching experiences show that children can find the sum of a half and a quarter before they

can formulate either the question or the answer in fractional numbers. Probably because they link

number concept to counting only, when numbers consist of indivisible units. Such kind of number

really cannot be broken, and e.g. 2/7 is not a number. Nor even a part (unit fraction) since 7 is not a

part only parts of 2 (see Euclid�s conception).

Teaching fractions has never been an easy job. According to a German saying, to get into

trouble is to get among fractions. But a teacher knowing the historical route from counting to

measuring number can make easier the development of fraction concepts to his or her pupils. To

start,  solving problems similar to bread division ones is suggested, firstly by manipulation of proper

devices, such as knockdown and puzzle toys, then by only drawing circles, rectangles, lines, etc. It

is a good way discovering many basic relations among unit fractions, e. g. ¾=1/2+1/4. In this stage

fractional notation can be introduced, but  be careful with interpreting numerators.
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In the next step � when the multiplication concept exists � pupils can understand ¾ as 3×1/4

based on ½+1/4=1/4+1/4+1/4. Thus multiplication is extended from integers to �parts�. To

comprehend ¾ as the result of division 3 by 4 presupposes the concept of division, which firstly

should be interpreted in Egyptian manner: calculate by 4 till you find 3. Before this pupils are supposed

to solve division problems involving only integers, such as calculate by 4 till you find 12. Divisions

leading to fractions should be connected with decimal fractions: divide the unit into 10 parts (see our

example for 2÷7). This method probably the easiest way to tech division in different number systems.

Even using the above suggested methods teachers should keep in mind Euclid�s words: there

is no royal road to geometry ( in our case to fractions). I am afraid the words of a famous scholar on

discovery is valid partly for teaching fractions, too: 1% inspiration, 99% perspiration ( namely a

great deal of practice).
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